Jetter Gear
Indigo

Congratulations and thank you for purchasing the Indigo Fuzz Pedal!

The Indigo Fuzz was the result of simply wanting to create a fuzz that has the tonal qualities of a great germanium based fuzz
without the inherent problems that occur with germanium based fuzzes. Those problems include; inconsistent performance
because of temperature stability; deterioration over time because of the nature of germanium; PNP design making the use of a
power supply problematic, and, possibly the most important fact: there simply aren’t many quality NOS germanium transistors
left!
The Indigo has great tonal depth with a moderate amount of gain that does not mush out or get uncontrollable. It stays tight
allowing chord detail to ring out true. The Indigo is a fuzz broadens the useful envelope of what a fuzz can do and adds a distinct
character to rhythm and lead work.
The Controls
Volume: sets the overall output volume.
Fuzz: sets the overall amount of fuzz. As the fuzz control goes up, the Indigo stays tight and focused on the lower strings.
Generally. most players will find that the fuzz control works best at or close to maximum.
Tone: The neutral tone position is at approximately 10 o’clock. The tone control aﬀects a very specific range of frequencies and
can be thought of a presence control to tailor the fuzz to a particular guitar’s pickups and amp.
On/Oﬀ Switch: True Bypass.
9v DC Input: standard polarity tip negative/barrel positive barrel jack - works with regulated DC baery eliminators. This DC
Input is also electrically protected from an reverse polarity connection.
(9v baery included). If you use a baery eliminator, the internal baery connection is mechanically and electrically
disconnected from the circuit.
If you are only using baery power, disconnect the input jack when not in use so as not to drain the baery!

The internal adjustments are set at the factory and are not user adjustable.

If you are only using baery power, disconnect the input jack when not in use so as not to drain the baery!
LIMITED WARRANTY
Each pedal comes with a Limited one-year Warranty. This warranty covers all manufacturing defects and parts. Abuse and
normal wear and tear is not covered. This pedal is not user serviceable and any evidence of circuit tampering or modification will
void the warranty.

For repairs or information email support@jeergear.com.

